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A: The JavaScript-based iDTMF module for MT8870 did not get much publicity, and is not officially supported. It might be that more effort will be put into the iDTMF module, in the near future. Otherwise, a decision has been
made to port the specification for the MT8870 to another IC that is supported by the free, open source, 2.2 GHz firmware + MT8870 library. A version is available for download that contains an iDTMF module that supports

the MT8870: A typical implementation using the free, open source, 2.2 GHz firmware + MT8870 library is thus possible. You can find a tutorial on how to use this module as well as the latest firmware here. You can find
more information on the iDTMF module and what it can do on this webpage. a tutorial on how to use the iDTMF module. A download of the firmware can be found here. The new firmware uses the Ogg splitter (oggsplt),

which allows to extract an original speech signal from a m4p or m4b file. The file is split into individual audio streams, each with a dynamic bitrate. For information how to use the new firmware see here. Use my tutorial:
Use the commands from my original tutorial for an MT8870-based voice synthesizer using the 2.2 GHz firmware and the standard library. You can download the firmware here. Here's a link to my tutorial to make the

MT8870-based synthesizer useful for ADPCM-based MP3/ogg files: I've created a small javascript widget that can be used to play your MP3 files. I hope the ADPCM-to-MP3 converter works for your files. The implementation
is very simple, but should be useful for your requirements. Update May 2019: I've made a new version (2.7) of the dtmf.js library. It includes a lot of improvements, including: Support for the latest released firmware and
library Support for the MT8870 IC Support for end-to-end encryption of the DTMF tones Support for the IoT device Support for TTS Support for ADPCM files Support for many new parameters You can find the new library

here.
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